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Abstract

   The objective of this paper is to clarify the aseismic safety of the ultimate state of space structures. 
A method of stochastic earthquake response analysis is presented, which extends the formulation of Y. K. 

 Wen et  al. by introducing a yielding condition and its associated flow rule into the differential equations of 
hysteresis rule. 

   In order to study the effect of bi-directional ground motion on the responses such as ductility, hys-
teretic energy dissipation of space structures, the parametric analysis of various frequency ratios and 
strength ratios between perpendicular axes of structures is performed. The responses under bi-directional 

ground motion are compared with those under uni-directional motion and the effect of deterioration of 
hysteresis are also studied. 

   As the results of the analysis, the following interesting conclusions were obtained: 1) Standard de-
viation of ductility response is affected by the frequency characteristics of space structure, especially in 
the smaller frequency direction, along which smaller ductility response is likely under uni-directional 

ground motion, 2) The effect of deterioration of hysteresis is remarkable in both axes of structure, es-
pecially in the  case of bi-directional ground motion, 3) The  effect of bi-directional ground motion is 
greater on the ductility response in the stronger axis of structure than in the weak axis, and when consider-
ing the deterioration of hysteresis, displacement responses in both directions increase but the total 
hysteretic energy dissipation under bi-directional motions is equal or less than that under uni-directional 
motion.

 I. Introduction

   The ultimate  aseismic safety of space structures subjected to multi-directional 

ground motions must be studied under the multi-axial force state. Since N. C. Nigam 
introduced the interactive effect of bi-axial shear forces on the response  analysis)), 
some investigations on the analysis of space structures have been performed by various 
investigators using different  approaches2-7). Recently, the author and others per-
formed the shaking table test for the purpose of studying the interactive effects of 
bi-directional horizontal ground motion on the inelastic dynamic hysteresis of a single-
story space frame structure and compared the results of analytical response with the 
test  results8,9). The following concluding remarks were obtained from the above 
research: 1) Hysteresis  loop obtained from the test under bi-directional input motion 
is considerably different from that for  uni-directional input motion. 2) Test results 
can be followed by the numerical analysis considering the interaction effect under
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multi-axial forces. 3) Ductility ratio responses under bi-directional motions increase 
more than the response under uni-directional motion and mainly in the direction of 
the stronger axis of the space structure. However, from the restricted results of the 
deterministic analysis, general conclusions could not be obtained. 

   The objective of this paper is to obtain a more general tendency of the interactive 
effects from nondeterministic analysis. Y. J. Park, Y. K. Wen and A. H. Ang present-
ed a method of random response analyses of hysteretic systems under bi-directional 

ground motion by introducing coupled differential equations of hysteretic constitutive 
 law10). The method presented here is an extension of the above method, where the 

equations of motion considering different natural frequencies between perpendicular 
axes of space structures are considered and a general hysteretic formulation is intro-
duced by considering a yielding condition and the associated plastic flow rule. 

2. Method of Analysis 

2.1. Equations of motion 

   Equations of motion of a single story space structure subjected to  horizontal 

ground acceleration F3 are given by eq.  (1). 

 Mief+CiLIj+Qi=—M;F; (1) 

where  M;,  C; and  Q; are mass, damping coefficient and restoring force, respectively. 
U3,  U; and  ti; show displacement, velocity and acceleration. Suffix j indicates the 
X- or Y-axis of perpendicular directions of a space structure. The restoring force is 
divided into two  components: Linear component and an hysteretic component, the 
latter of which interacted each other according to the yield condition given by eq. (2) 
and Fig. 1. 

 Q;=Qi+Z, (2) 

   Nondimensional equations of motion can be derived by initial stiffness  E yield 

strength  Q,=Riji and fundamental natural circular frequency in the X-axis  0.), of 
a space structure as  follows: 

 .Ctx  ay 

 lax  -  Cr  r  x  
                                                         a y 

  AK):  AKY 
 ux  "Ey  u^ 

                          Fig. 1 Orthotropic property of system.
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 fill-F2h[w]fiLl+Eco12{/4+  (  —a)[w]{z}=  —[Z1]{f} (3) 

where  till=  Las,  PulT  {f}—{f  x,fy}T3  {z}={zx,  zoT 

      [.]_rorzr_                       [I- h=C if2M  ik;               L0 cuyilcatL 0 dx1A,' 
 zi=Zi105,  4=E;1111,  Mx—My---117 

 t272=Ei1,  fx(t)=Fx(T)Aw24x, fy(t)=F,(T)ifilco2,21x 

In the above equations, frequency ratio  co,lcox and strength ratio  Oda,  =  (coy/Eux)24yllix 
are introduced as significant parameters of the space structure. 

2.2. Hysteretic characteristics of complex model 
   The first author of the present study presented the Ramberg-Osgood  hystelesis 

model considering bi-axial bending moment and axial force interaction in an incre-
mental formulation in the previous  paper4'8  9). With this model it was possible to 
roughly estimate the actual hysteresis of steel. 

   In this paper, a deteriorating hysteresis model such as reinforced concrete 
structures is proposed. An constitutive equation for one-dimensional force-deformation 
hysteresis  was presented by Y. K. Wen et al. as  follows"): 

 k=  [A  —{/3  sgn(OZ)+y}1Z1n]  U (4) 

in which 2 and  U respectively represent the rates of restoring force and 
displacement. The parameters  13, y and n control the shape of hysteresis as shown in 
Fig. 2. Parameter A designates the initial stiffness from which stiffness varies with 

 Amor 2 •                -2,40prr 2-z 

 -

       (a)  p=0.9,  y=0.1  (b)  13=0.5,  y=0.5  (c)  f/=0.1,  y=0.9 

 0411t Ade 2               -3 - pr 1 2 1.0 . , 
                                                                                  o' 

                                           0 1. LS 2.11 ZS 

     (d)  #=0.75, y= —0.25 (e)  fl=0.5,  y= —0.5 

                      Fig. 2 Typical hystereses governed in eq. (4).
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hysteretic dissipated energy  Et. 

   Here, nondimensional equivalent force is defined by using the following simplified 

yield curve. 

        z=Q 
          Z— _(ZxZy                 )—SgnZ(Z!+Z4)/I2,(5) 

                                    q'Y 

The rate of plastic deformation in the  j-axis is expressed according to the orthogonality 
condition of Reuss.    

. az1          —=1,• _r  • ki= , j=x,y  (6)  a
z;Q 

Differentiating eq. (5) and assuming total deformation equal to the sum of elastic and 

plastic deformations, the following equations are obtained.  

.  2  dz  I   az.  \    — • z (7)  z— 

         Qdt\az;/ 
 =  14+  Pi; (8) 

     .2;, .1az  
  2„A)(9)          Qi  Q qiix; 

in which at is a ratio of temporal stiffness to reference stiffness and < > means the 
scalar product. Substituting the rate of plastic work, 

     —   

                                         (10)                —147P——/ k       QK, 

in eq. (7), the rate of equivalent force is obtained as  follows: 

             ZPd dz   /   e  •  p\ 1 dz   K  /.az   \                                         (11) 
              dwP = z dauP\lc,z diLP\  az; / 

          / az -,, .\ _11  az  ..\_rc N/ 1  az az  \l                                         at 11\ az;"\ g3/1c,  az;  az; /Jai 

where  ttP shows the equivalent plastic deformation corresponding to the equivalent 
force  z. 

   From eq. (11), the constant A is obtained as                        

/   az   •.\                     -t
\ az, Pi/   A—  (12)  1  d

z / az  \ _,„ /  k;  az  az  \I r  
          tz dp.Paz; / qlaz; /)Q 

Substitution of eq. (12) into eq. (9) yields 

                                 a2 ki /   az   • \ 
   .2,e az; az  

           Qq~=atSifiL;1dz /az  \+ k;   az  az  \  az;                                         (13) 
                       z d,u.P \zjaz, /at\ 57i  az;  az; 

From eq. (4), the hardening term of the above equation is given by
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         1  dz _ 1 [A —{13 sgn(itz)                                           (14) 
         z dp,Pz sgn(itz) ±y}IzInOn 

By substituting eq. (14) into eq. (13) the following differential equations are  obtained: 

          Zx=at (1 — A kx2411,--atA z.ziftit 
        g xq                                          (15) 

                  ky         .4= —zzz41. + at  (1  A  22  4,) 
 9  g 

where 

 A= k
.,   2  ky 2 [A—{13 sgn(i(z) iznOn] a 

                 Qx Zr  y{fl sgn(Az)+1}14 na2On  at 

 at is assumed to be same as  a=  AII? and reference values are defined as 

 Z=A0,  0=VA0/(3+Y) 

In particular, for isotropic systems, that is,  g2 'kJ  =1, the above equations reduce to 
those  apprecable to isotropic systems. 

 

,Z.= (at —A' zDA, — A' z.z,icy 

        —A'zzzyAx  +  (at — A'4)  ft, (16) 

 A'  =[{fl  sgn(Az)  y}izIn  -2]  On  I  FC 

In order to lead the equation presented cy Y. J. Park et al, it is necessary to assume 
sgn  (µz) =sgn(144) =sgn  (/tzzx), announced by R.  Minai15). 

   Assuming that the parameters A,  13 and y are the linear functions of hysteretic 
energy  dissipation11), 

                            wg\/fy\
)_441                        (1—a)z                            t,11„Pmcvx)2z2  E  t  

     0:ax+0,ZI,  1+Iwy\21z1 \2 (17) 
                                   Wxtziz 

the following expressions can be obtained, where Ao,  fio and  yo represent initial 
 values1°). 

 A=A0-8.4e1 

 11=130+4er (18) 

 y=y0±8ret 

   Figure 3 shows two types of typical hysteretic responses for both axes; hysteresis 

(a) governed by eq. (15) and hysteresis (b) governed by eg.  (16). The parameters 
of the model structure considered here are  coyiwz=0.5,  h=0.02,  A=1,  fl=y=0.5, 
n=2 and the acceleration wave form used here is a pair of white noise. Maximum 
average responses of displacements and hysteretic dissipated energy for nine pairs of bi-
directional ground motion produced from white noise are shown in Fig. 4, where the
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        (a) Hysteresis based on eq. (15) (b) Hysteresis based on eq. (16) 

      Fig. 3 Comparison of hystereses governed by eq. (15) with that governed by eq. (16). 

natural frequency ratio for both axes are chosen in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 and the 
strength for both axes are the same value. 

   As shown in those figures, the hysteresis governed from eq. (15) is a little different 
from that based on eq.  (16). However, their maximum average responses are quite 
similar to each other for various kinds of structures. 
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    Fig. 4 Comparison of maximum average displacements obtained from deterministic analysis.
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                 Fig. 5 Comparison of experimental hysteresis with analysis. 

    In the subsequent sections, eq. (16) and the above mentioned assumption are used 
for obtaining a general tendency of the interaction effects under bi-directional ground 
motion for the sake of simplicity. Figure 5 shows an example of the restoring force 
characteristics of a diagonally reinforced concrete  column") and the model specified 
by the above formulation in the case of n=2. 

2.3. Bi-directional horizontal ground motion 
   Horizontal ground motion considered here, is nonstationary white noise as shown 

in Fig.  614). 

 f  x  (t)  =  I  (t)  ex  (t) 
 f,  (t)  =I  (t)  e,  (t) (19) 

where, 

 I  (tito)  (tI  to)S  exp(—etIto),  max  I  (t/ to)  =1 
           a=0.18,  b-2.85,  e•=0.75,  to=mxTx=27r 

The spectral characteristics of the soil foundation are represented by a filtered shot-
noise 

 S  (co)  ,(w) 12S0  =  1-}-414  (W/Wg)2   So (20)  (1 —  (cuktig)212+  4izi  (co/cog)  2 

where,  So means power spectral density of white noise, and  (14,  hg show the predominant 
frequency and damping ratio of the filter, respectively, which are supposed to be the 

 0  5  10  15  zo 

                       Fig. 6 Envelope function of input motion.
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                     Fig. 7 Spectral characteristics of soil foundation. 

same for two directional components without cross correlation. Figure 7 shows a 
typical spectrum of Kanai-Tajimi filter. 

2.4. Equivalent linearization and state equation 
   Equations of motion of a single-story space structure subjected to  bi-directional 

filtered shot noises are obtained from eqs. (3), (19) and (20). 

 ±  2h  rad  {A}  +  a  [co]2{P}  +  (I  —a)  Lcui21z1 
 (COgICUT)  2  pito  —211,(co  co  x)kli{D} =  {0} (21) 

 +211,(co  gl  x){6}  (wg/wx)2{v}—  —  W{O(t)} (22) 

where 

 {v}  =  {v  x  ,  Vy}T 

 {e(t)}  =  (t)  (t 

Vector z in eq. (21) is expressed  as follows by using eq. (16) and the equivalent lineari-
zation technique presented by the  reference10,12). 

 ex2Zx  +Cx3ity  +Cx4Zy  =  0 

        ZPI +CY lily +Cy2Zy ±Cy3itx+Cy4Z. = 0(23) 

Those coefficients  ci; are given in the Appendix. 
   The state equation of the system is given from eqs. (21)–(23)  by10) 

        dt   {Y} }  +  IF  I (24) 

where 

 {Yl =1,11.5Ax,  Z13bly, zg,1).3 71X3U7lsby1T 

        {F}={0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  0,  —1(t)  e  x(1), 0,  --I  (t)  ey(t)F
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 /  0 1 0 0 0 
      —a —2h  —(1—a) 0 0 

        O  —Cx1  —Cx2 0  —  Cx3 

 0  0 0 0 1 
            O 0  0  —a(cuylcox)  2  —2h(codwx)  [G]

=- 
        O  —  Cy3  —  Cy4 0  —Cyl 

 O  0 0 0 0 
 0  0 0 0 0 

 0  0 0 0 0 

 \  0 0 0 0 0 

   0 0 0 0 0 

            0  (co,  leoz)  2  2hg(cuglcu.) 0 0 
 — Cx4 0 0 0 0 

   0 0 0 0  0 
 —  (1  —a)  (co,  Ico  42 0 0  zlxlidy(Wg1L0x)2  2hgdzIA,(codcux) 

 —42 0 0 0 0 

   0 0 1 0 0 

 0  —(wgia),)2  —2hg(cugkoz) 0 0 

   0 0 0 0 1 
           0 0 0  —  (cog/cox)  2  —2hg(wg/wx) 

   Supposing that input motion be a Gaussian random process, where the mean of 
each state variable is zero, and the covariance matrix [S] is given by 

 E  [{Y}]  =0,  E  [(F)]=0 (28) 

 [S] =E  MY}  —E  [{Y)])UYI  —  E[{17}])1=  E  [{Y}{Y}T] (29) 

The sum of eq. (24) multiplied by  {Y}T from the right and a similar equation of 

transposition lead to eq. (30)11), 

        dtd           [S].---[G][S]+[8][G]T ±E[{F} {Y}9±E{{Y}{F}T] (30) 

where 

 I E  Lux/L.1 E  DA  x  it  x] E  Dix  z.]   E Lug: 1d 

                    E  [ilx  fix]  E[Azzz]   EULzily] 

 [S]=  E[ZxZx]    E[zxby] (31) 

       sym.  E  [by  zid  / 

and 

 Er{F}  {IT]  -=E[{Y}  {F}T]=-[13] (32) 

where
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 B88=-1  (t)22rS  x,  Biolo=1(t)22n-S  y,  Bij=0 otherwise 

 Sx,  Sy: power spectral densities of the X and  Y directions 

Moreover, expectations of eq. (18) are given by 

 E  [A(et)]  =A0-8  AE  ([et] 

 E  [13(et)]=  130-8pE  red (33) 

 E[y(et)]=7/0-8,E[et] 

 E  [et] = 1+ e 0f{E [zxtlx] + OE [zyity]) dt, (34) 
 e=(,,,y/cux)2  (zivizix)  2 

3. Stochastic Responses of a Space Structure 

    In order to investigate the effect of  bi-directional ground motion on the response 
behavior of space structures, the following responses are  estimated: 
1) Response due to stationary or nonstationary input motions 
2) Effect of filter characteristics of soil foundation 
3) Response under bi-directional or uni-directional ground motion 
4) Response of an isotropic or orthotropic system 
5) Responses such as ductility ratio, restoring force, hysteretic energy dissipation, etc. 
6) Effect of deterioration of hysteresis 

3.1. Responses of isotropic systems 
   To make clear the fundamental effect of bi-directional motion, time history 

responses of an isotropic system, that is,  wykux  =1, 4,/,[1x--=-1 are shown, which is 
composed  of identical frames in both perpendicular axes under uni-directional motion 
in a 45° oblique direction to the principal axes. 

    In Figs. 8 and 9, time history responses of the standard deviations of ductility, 
velocity and restoring force versus nondimensional time are shown in the case of 
h=0.02  hg=0.5 and  wyko%=1.0. Figure 8(b) shows the effect of deterioration 
(5,4---0.06) on the responses under stationary or nonstationary uni-directional motion. 

 (271-4=0.6). The ductility response under stationary input increases rapidly due to 
deterioration, while restoring force decreases. 

   The ductility response of a deteriorating system under nonstationary input is about 
20% larger than that of a nondeteriorating system. 

   Figure 9 shows the effects of bi-directional excitations on the ductility response 
under various levels of ground motion. The ductility response  a, of a deteriorating 
system under  bi-directional motion increases considerably as compared with the 
response  0-,/ under uni-directional motion in the case of large value of  So. On the 
other hand, the response under uni-directional motion is greater than the response 
under bi-directional motion in the case of small values of  So, because of the plastic 
flow due to interaction  effect. This tendency resembles the comparison of elastic
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      Fig. 8 Standard deviations  ap(t),  a,.(t) and  az(t),  27r4=0.6,  h  =0.02,  hg  =0.5,  a  =0.1. 

response with inelastic response. 

3.2. Response of orthotropic systems 

   Two types of orthotropic systems are considered here. In the first type, the 
frequency ratio  coy/tux varies, while maintaining unit strength ratio  Qg/Qx  =1.0. 
The second type is a strength ratio varying system with unit frequency ratio  coy/cox-- 
1.0. All the other parameters are fixed, that is,  h=0.02,  a=0.1,  hg=  0.5,  2rSo  =  0.6 
and  SA=0.03. Nondimensional displacements are defined as displacements  Ux,  U5, 
in the X- and  Y-axis, divided by the limit displacement in the X-axis and nondi-
mensional hysteretic energy dissipation is also defined as hysteretic energy dissipations 

 E„  E5 in the X- and  Y-axis divided by twice the elastic potential energy  Oxiix in the 
X-axis.
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     Fig. 9 Standard deviations  ap(t),  api(t) with various values of So,  h=0.02,  hg=0.5,  a=0.1. 
  bi-directional inputs,  --- uni-directional input. 

3.2.1. Response of unit strength ratio 

   In order to make clear the effect of frequency ratio on the responses under bi-

directional ground motion, the strength ratio is taken as constant  (0„/Ox  =1.0) in 
this  section. 

   Figure 10 shows standard deviation of displacement and the mean of hysteretic 

energy dissipation of nondeteriorating space structure with  cuyitox=  0.5 and 1.5 under 
stationary or nonstationary input motion. In this figure, solid lines show the responses 

considering interaction effect and broken lines without considering interaction effect. 
The ratio of natural frequency in the x-axis of the structure to the predominant frequen-
cy of input characteristics is supposed to be  wziwg=  1.0.
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      Fig. 10 Standard deviation of displacement and mean of hysteretic energy dissipation 
               of a non-deteriorating system,  2irSo=0.6. 

   bi-directional input, - - - uni-directional input. 

   Displacement response under  bi-directional excitation increases especially for the 

smaller frequency ratio, while hysteretic energy dissipation under bi-directional 

excitation is similar to or smaller than the response under uni-directional motion. 

Similar results are obtained in the case of nonstationary input motion. In this case, 

the peak value of displacement in the smaller frequency axis is  1.6-1.2 times larger due 

to interaction effect. 

   Figure 11 shows the variation in the interactive effect according to the frequency 

characteristics of space structure and input motion. From this figure, it is found that 

the interactive effect is larger in the direction of the smaller frequency, in which
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a smaller ductility response is as expected under uni-directional motion. The response 
of hysteretic energy dissipation is rather uniform for various values of  0.4/0..)x and 

 wx/co, in spite of a large difference in displacement response, the reason for which 
may be interpreted as a large deformation is induced by a decrease in restoring force 
due to interaction. 

   Figure 12 and 13 show the responses of deteriorating system  (8A-0.03) which 

correspond to nondeteriorating responses shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. 
The displacement response of a deteriorating system under stationary input gradually 

increases with time but is similar to a nondeteriorating response when  wylcox=0.5, 
that is, the natural frequency of the Y-axis is less than the predominant frequency of 
input motion. On the other  hand, when  wykt),, =1.5, that is, the natural frequency 
of the Y-axis is higher than the predominant frequency of input motion, displacement 
responses not only in the Y-axis but X-axis remarkably increase due to bi-directional
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      Fig. 12 Standard deviation of displacement and mean of hysteretic energy dissipation 
              of a deteriorating system,  (8A=0.03),  2r.00=0.6. 

 —bi-directional input,  -  -- uni-directional input. 

ground motion. This tendency may become more significant when predominant 
frequency of the ground motion is smaller than the frequency of the space structure 

with weaker stiffness. The response of hysteretic energy dissipation of deteriorating 
systems is nearly equal to or less than that of  nondeteriorating systems. 

   As shown in Fig. 13, the ductility response increases more than 50% due to the 
interactive effect in both directions in the case of deteriorating systems, as compared 

with the case of nondeteriorating systems. 

3.2.2. Response of unit frequency ratio 
   In this section, the frequency ratio is assumed to be unity  (coy/cox-1) for clarifying
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the effect of strength ratio  6',/0x. Other parameters have the same values as those in 
the previous section except for  0yrOx. Fih. 14 shows the time history of displacement 
and hysteretic energy dissipation in the cases of  0,/0x  =0.25 and 4.0. Displacement 
in the X-axis under bi-directional excitation increases to about twice that under uni-
directional motion in the case of  0,/0.  =0.25, while the response considering inter-
action becomes smaller than that under uni-directional motion in the case of  OgrOx = 
4.0. 

    Figure 15 summarizes the effect of strength ratio between perpendicular axes 

on the response of nondeteriorating systems under stationary input. The effect of 
interaction on the ductility response is large in the stronger axis along which smaller 

ductility response may develop under uni-axial motion. As shown in Fig. 15(a) 
the ductility response in the  Y-axis is less than 1 in the case of  7d0,=4. That is the 

reason why the displacement in the stronger axis under bi-directional input is less than
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      Fig. 14 Standard deviation of displacement and mean of hysteretic energy dissipation 
               of non-deteriorating system,  2rSo=0.6. 

 bi-directional input, --- uni-directional input. 

the response under uni-directional input. 

   The last two figures (Figs. 16 and 17) show the responses considering deterioration 
effect compared with the responses without deterioration shown in Figs. 14 and 15. 

The interaction effect appears remarkably in both axes and displacement and ductility 
responses considering deterioration increases not only in the stronger axis but also in 
the weaker axis. On the other hand, the response of hysteretic energy dissipation 

considering deterioration decreases considerably because of the deterioration  of  restoring 
forces.
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4. Concluding remarks 

   Random responses of space structures subjected to bi-directional horizontal 

ground motion were analyzed in order to make clear the ultimate aseismic safety and 
compared with responses under uni-directional ground motion. The formulation of 

potential function was presented by considering the general interaction rule in 
plasticity. 

   In order to make clear the effect of bi-directional ground motion on the inelastic 
responses of space structures, a parametric study was performed. 

   From the restricted results, the following observations were  made: 

1) Maximum displacement response calculated from eq. (15) is rather similar to 

that calculated from the equation presented by Y. K. Wen et al. 
2) The formulation of deteriorating hystereses presented by Baber and Wen dupli-
cates the experimental result of a diagonally reinforced concrete column.
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      Fig. 16 Standard deviation of displacement and mean of hysteretic energy dissipation 
              of a deteriorating system,  (OA  =0.03),  27t-S0-0.6. 

 -bi-directional input ,  --- uni-directional input. 

3) In the case of great excitation, the responses of structures having higher natural 
frequency than the predominant frequency of input motions become large because of 

elongation of the inelastic period of structures. 
4) In the case of relatively lesser excitation, responses under bi-directional motion 

become smaller than those under uni-directional motion because of hysteretic energy 
dissipation due to bi-axial interaction. 

5) The ductility responses of isotropic deteriorating systems under stationary input 
considerably increase and about 20% increase under nonstationary input as compared 
with the case of nondeteriorating systems.
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6) In the case of orthotropic systems with unit strength ratios, the interaction 
effect is mainly on the displacement response in the direction of the lower frequency 

axis of a structure along which a smaller ductility response is expected under uni-
directional motion. On the other hand, the response of hysteretic energy dissipation 

under bi-directional motion decreases due to plastic deformation at relatively low level 
of interactive restoring forces. 

7) The effect of deterioration is remarkable, for instance, the displacement response 
becomes about twice the response under uni-directional motion in the case of unit 
frequency ratio. 

    From the above results, considering that the column members at the base in-

evitably behave inelastically under severe earthquake ground motion, it is important 
to note that such members must possess enough deformation capacity, especially, 
reinforced concrete columns which often deteriorate.
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                           Appendix 

Linearlization of the hysteretic formulation is as  follows: 

 tx  +gx(µ,  z)  =0  (A-1) 
 Zy+gy(ic,  z)  =0 

When  fl is equal to y, eq. (16) becomes 

 =11(Z2  +4)  (n-2)/2 

 {If-txZxlZx-FAxZ!-Hilyzylzv+illyzzy)                                                  (A-2) 
 gy(A,  -1-72y)  (n-2)/2 

                        Zy ±ityey+-1/1xZxlZyH-Axzyzxl—AiLy 

Replacing  m=  (n-2)/2 (m; integer), and considering 

 (z!+-4)'"=". (7)zrn-r)zr (A-3) 
 r  =0 

eq. (A-2) can be written as 

 gx(it, z) =y(mv){lit,z.iz!(m-r)+14r +itxzi(m-r+1)4r 

 

r  =0' 

                    + lilyzyz!(m-r)±14r ±iLuz!(m-r)+1z2yr4.1)                                                   (A-4) 

 g,(11,  z)  =y  E  )flityzykg,(m_r)+1zx2,±1:44(m-rd-1)e 

 

r  =0  

 

litxZx1.4(m-r)-1-1z!r  +1:44(m-r)-hlz2r+1)  _AiLy 

Coefficients of eq. (23) are calculated from the following equations. 

 cx1=E[aAa  x z)] 
 =--y  (7,  ){Ersgn(ikx)Izzlz2(m-04-1z.;9r]  ±Erz2,(m_r+1)41}—A 

 

r  =0 

 Cx2=E[  35zx  g  x  (p.,  z)] 
 =y  E 7, )2(m —r + 1){E flieo;Zziem-r/Z,21 

 

r  =0 

                 ^ErAzz2x(m-o+tz,21} 

              ±yn.±m){2(rn—r)  +1} {E[iLyzyzrn-r)zr] 
                               r =0 

          (m-r)4r+11} (A-5) 

 cza=  E[aia                   ggx z) 

                          h
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 =y E){E[sgn(4,)1414(m-r)÷14r1+E [e'l-7)+1Zrii)                             rn 

                    r=0 . 

 cs4=E[  g z)] 
           =y E2rEitxem-r)+14]r-i            f ( 

7)f[lZx I 

                                                                   , 

                      r=0' 

 +  2rE EitAzZ!(m-r+1)4r-11 

             + (2r± 1)E [114z-vizrn-r)+14'1] 

 +(2r+1)EULyz!(n-Y)+1zril 

 Similar relationships with regard to  cy; are obtained as eq.  (A-5).


